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Focus Area: Innovative Algorithms
Developing and reengineering algorithms for critical HEP applications.
■ Software trigger: Quasi-real-time processing of detector data to select
most “interesting” events (reduce rate by 100x).
– Input rate is 1-30 MHz, required latencies are O(seconds).
■ Offline reconstruction: Processing raw data for analysts O(100) billion events
per year processed by a globally distributed computing facility
The distinction between these areas is blurring given the evolution in
software and hardware. It is natural to focus on both
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Major Activities and Goals
Developing tracking
algorithms for HL-LHC

Determining charged-particle trajectories (“tracking”)
requires most CPU in reconstruction
■ Develop more efficient algorithms
■ Develop more performant algorithms

Hardware accelerators are the way forward to speed up
and reduce infrastructure cost
■ Use of hardware accelerators for tracking
■ ML on accelerators in realistic HEP apps

Exploiting major advances in
machine learning (ML)

Re-engineering algorithms for
hardware accelerators

Capitalize on industry and data science techniques
and tools
■ Investigate new HEP applications of ML
■ Apply new ML techniques to HEP
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IA Fellows Summer 2020
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IA projects are all part of broader efforts
■ Critical algorithms for software trigger and event reconstruction applications

are rarely the work of one individual or one group.

■ Collaborations allow the Institute to enable a broader set of topics important for

HL-LHC. Our researchers are working
1) As well-integrated parts of international experimental collaboration (e.g. CMS,
ATLAS, LHCb) and multi-experimental teams (e.g. FASTML, ACTS)
2) With researchers funded by the US operations programs, DOE (ExaTrkX),
as well as other NSF projects (eg, CSSI, HDR)
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Recent highlights
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Year 3 goals for IA projects
1. PVFinder : ML approach to finding primary vertices (UC, MIT): Working to establish to what

extent a better PV performance (physics, technical) can be achieved via an ML approach?
– Fix KDE generation or develop alternative approach
– Integration into LHCb stack and benchmark physics + technical performance against
current LHCb PV finding algorithm
2. Allen framework: Configuration and monitoring of GPU framework (MIT).
– Develop and deploy algorithms to configure and monitor fully GPU-based HLT
application. Help ensure that Allen works for LHCb for Run 3.
3. mkFit: Efficient track finding on modern architectures (UCSD, Princeton, Cornell).
Topical meeting
Has achieved large speed ups in track building.
coming soon
– Make Run 3 mkFit configuration available to CMS for Run 3
– HL-LHC R&D goals include adapting mkFit for CMS HL-LHC geometry and segmentlinking as approach to HL-LHC tracking with outer tracker
4. FPGAs and ML for calorimetric reconstruction (MIT). Identified use case algorithms and
prototypes for ML algorithms using FPGAs “as a service”
– Demonstrate as-a-service algorithms at full or partial HLT scale
Topical meeting
tomorrow 1800
– Continue evaluation of ML-based calorimetric algorithms
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Year 3 goals for IA projects
5.

ACTS tracking (UC-Berkeley, Stanford). CPU/GPU implementations of Kalman filter, seed
finding, ambiguity resolution in ACTS framework.
Topical meeting
– Demonstration with ATLAS and/or ITK detector geometry

just happened

– Alignment implementation in ACTS
6. GNNs for tracking (UIUC, Princeton): Recently started R&D on applying graph neural

networks to (pixel) tracking. Active collaboration with ExaTrkX project.

Topical meeting
coming soon

– Establish efficient and “acceleratable” tracking-pipeline components based on GNNs
7. ML for Jet algorithms (NYU):
– Sparse hierarchical trellis algorithm performance
– Efficient generation in tails of phase space of jets
8. FastMC – CMS-focused project looking at HL-LHC simulation and reconstruction with goal

of 10x speedup (MIT)

– Just starting, Initial focus is on HGCal simulation via ML techniques

Towards Year 4 and 5 goals
Goals naturally align with major community milestones
■ Run 3 Starts February 2022
(3.5 years into IRIS-HEP)
■ Adoption of IRIS-HEP R&D
efforts into the experimental
stacks is important.
– Feedback on Run 3 decision
points and integration
timescales is needed

■ Definition of HL-LHC computing models
– LHCC review process will extend
beyond the end of Year 5 of IRIS-HEP
■ IRIS-HEP/IA results can impact both
experimental and common-software
processes
– We expect most efforts to be well
integrated with experimental
planning during Year 4 if not before
– As favored approaches are selected
for HL-LHC, further performance
gaps can be identified and addressed
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Achieving the physics and computational performance needed for HL-LHC will require
significant algorithmic innovation and software engineering research to take advantage
of vector processors, hardware accelerators and other emerging technologies.
Research in Innovative Algorithms aims to
■ Achieve technical improvements in trigger or reconstruction algorithms to meet HL-

LHC requirements without cost increases or ceding physics performance
■ Focus efforts to establish best practices software and for the effective use of evolving
computing hardware
■ Enable new algorithmic approaches to provide substantial gains in
physics and computational performance.
As a group Innovative Algorithms aims to play a leading role in solving the “HL-LHC
computing problem” and hence in the development of the computing models

IRIS-HEP IA Focus Area

IA goals towards HL-LHC
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Backups
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